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SERIES  2286.0150  EP!C UNIVERSAL PRIMER FOR DECORATIONS 
 
Use 
The quartz based universal primer is suitable for indoor use on new walls or old paints still well anchored and not 
chalking. 
Its granulometry allows the easy application of our decoration effects, thus obtaining an even finish homogeneous. 
 
Main features 
White water-based wall paint. 
Its main features are: 
• high coverage; 
• waterproof; 
• easy to apply. 
 
Technical features (data surveyed at 20°C) 
Brookfield viscosity sec. 2500 ± 300 
Specific gravity kg/l 1,550 ± 0,050 
Solids content % 67 ± 2 
Theoretical spreading rate sqm/l 7 - 8 
Film gloss gloss matt 
Thinner code water 
Dry to dust minutes 5 - 10 
Dry to touch minutes 20 - 30 
Dry in depth hours 2 - 4 
Dry to recoat hours 4 - 6 
 
Methods of application 
Brush Thin with water at 20 - 25% 
Roller Thin with water at 15 - 20% 
Mix the product well by slowly adding water until obtaining the desired viscosity. 
Do not apply if the temperature is lower than 5°C. 
Wash brushes and tools with water immediately after use. 
Keep the product away from frost. 
 
Recommended painting cycles 
ON NEW WALLS 
Surfaces must be seasoned, dry, free of dust and all impurities, included non adherent sand. A coat of water-based 
fixative or solvent-based isolating fixative increases the adhesion and eliminates the chalking. 
 
ON PAINTED WALLS 
Remove peeling paints by scraping and brushing. Tempera paintings must be removed too. 
 
Notes 
The hardened stains of the product can be easily removed with Thinner Nitro 9210.0012 
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